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Who are we and what do we believe?

Strive Student Health Initiative Inc. is a registered, student-led charity organisation that
promotes multidisciplinary health care and community engagement for a healthier and
happier society. Strive initially consisted of medical students who created Melbourne’s
first student-doctor run health clinic in Kensington in 2011. In addition to this project, we
also run a community engagement committee, which is involved in projects that promote
preventative health with groups across Melbourne. Over the years, we have expanded
our network from only medical students to include University students from various
disciplines including nursing, physiotherapy, teaching, environments, and public health.
This diverse group of students allows us to bring together a variety of skills and broad
fields of knowledge that enables us to deliver high quality and innovative community
engagement sessions for the general public.

What health workshops do we run?

Under community engagement, Strive runs a variety of health workshops including the
Healthy Eating, Physical Activity and Health and Hygiene workshops. We are currently
holding Healthy Eating workshops designed for preschool aged children to encourage
children and their parents to incorporate healthy eating habits and skills into their daily
routines. Lifestyle diseases such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and obesity
remain imminent threats, and we believe that teaching children and their parents healthy
eating habits early in life is the best way to prevent these diseases from impacting them
at a later stage. If your organisation is interested in hosting our Physical Activity or
Health and Hygiene workshops, which are designed for 4 to 7 year olds, please leave
us a note on the next page.

What do the workshops involve?

The workshops consist of four workstations focusing on various activities related to
healthy eating. Each station runs for approximately 15 minutes (total session is 60
minutes) and is designed to be interactive, fun, and informative. We are also happy to
offer a 2 hour back-back session if the number of children exceeds 40. The stations are
explained in the session outline attached.

We are very keen to have your students partake in these workshop sessions, as we
believe it will benefit their health and development now and in the future. Please indicate
your expression of interest and what days and times are suitable for your organisation
on the following page:
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Expression of interest for Strive Inc. ‘Healthy Eating’ workshop

Name of Organisation and
Contact Details

Month, preferred date(s)
and  time(s)

Number of groups (approx.)
and number of children per
group

Any additional notes:


